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Google PowerMeter 

Frequently Asked Questions 

 

 

What is Google PowerMeter? 

Google PowerMeter, currently in beta, allows consumers to view their own electricity 

usage information and helps them to improve their efficiency in a variety of ways. 

Google PowerMeter includes a secure iGoogle gadget that can be used to view your 

home electricity usage on an iGoogle portal page.  PowerMeter is also a cloud computing 

platform, with a set of APIs, for 3
rd

 party developers to build energy usage related 

applications. To our knowledge, Google has yet to partner with other 3
rd

 party developers. 

 

Why did Google create the PowerMeter? 

Google wants to apply their expertise in organizing information to enable their iGoogle 

users to save money and the environment by reducing their electricity consumption. 

 

At some point, the Google site
1
 may include: 

� Integration to Google maps 

� Energy audit / analytics 

� Ideas / suggestions for conservation 

� Comparisons and social networking. 

 

Google’s messaging talks about three functions: Analyze, Share, Save. 

 

How does Itron see the Google PowerMeter in relation to the residential Itron 

Enterprise Edition™ Customer Care module? 

 Itron views the Google PowerMeter as another proof point in our brand promise 

“Knowledge to Shape Your Future.” Many AMI initiatives are relying on influencing the 

end-user’s usage patterns. Google PowerMeter extends the reach of our AMI solution 

onto the consumer’s iGoogle portal. 

 

Our AMI architecture is an integral part of how Google delivers knowledge to influence 

energy-related behavior. We’re excited to be the first to support it. Google PowerMeter 

will not compete with our Itron Enterprise Edition Customer Care product. IEE Customer 

Care runs within the utility’s meter-to-bill infrastructure and website. IEE Customer Care 

is the official source for all energy customers, whether they are iGoogle users or not.  

 

Pervasive access to usage information will ultimately drive the desire for additional 

knowledge, and click-thru’s to the utility’s portal. Ultimately, this will drive more 

demand for Itron’s core solutions.  

 

                                                 
1
 Additional functionality is governed by Google. Itron does not control the Google 

PowerMeter roadmap 
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How does data get from the meter to the Google PowerMeter? How current is the 

data?  

Currently, data does flow from the residential smart meter to Itron Enterprise Edition™ 

Meter Data Management application, and is then delivered daily to PowerMeter. 

PowerMeter will not display register readings or event information. Currently, the data 

delivered to PowerMeter is the prior day’s interval usage information. 

 

When will this move beyond "beta" at selected utilities? 

Google PowerMeter is in beta and not yet widely available. They are currently testing it 

with a small number of utility partners and Google employees and plan to expand their 

rollout later this year. Stay up-to-date on their progress by joining Google’s mailing list.  

 

Currently, the beta version of the solution is ideal for a pilot up to 100 accounts. As 

Google expands PowerMeter, Itron will also expand the scalability of our PowerMeter 

adapter. 

 

What is the agreement between Itron and Google? 

Itron and Google have a teaming and development agreement.  Itron is Google’s first 

development partner with PowerMeter.  As part of this agreement we have the ability to 

co-market PowerMeter.  We also agree to follow the Google PowerMeter API 

specifications as deployed at San Diego Gas & Electric. And we are free to offer this to 

other IEE MDM customers. 

 

Does Google PowerMeter support gas or water? 

Currently, Google PowerMeter supports electric usage information. Google appears 

interested in the gas and water markets, but there is no commitment from Google to 

support them yet. 

 

How does integration work with PowerMeter?   

Google has developed the Google PowerMeter API. This API can be used by any 

development partner to interact with Google’s PowerMeter service. Itron and Google co-

authored an API client Adapter. This adapter simply converts IEE’s standard interval data 

export XML into PowerMeter API calls. IEE can then be configured to export the 

interval data for accounts enrolled with Google PowerMeter (flagged within our 

database). The interval data flows thru the Adapter to Google, where it is served up to the 

iGoogle user’s portal page(s). 

 

All versions of IEE MDM can be used to support PowerMeter. Itron services team would 

implement this at other beta accounts where they are a Google partner. The effort would 

include installing the PowerMeter adapter, mapping the IEE Service Point IDs to Google 

PowerMeter IDs, and configuring the Service Point Readings XML Export(s).  

 

Is the customer’s data secured? 

Various security measures are taken to ensure consumer privacy.  Data supplied from IEE 

MDM to Google is encrypted over SSL. Google requires a utility’s security token for 

authentication.  Additionally, various other security measures can be taken by utility IT 

departments to ensure data exchanges are secure. Once the data is delivered to Google, it 

http://groups.google.com/group/energyinformation
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is Google’s responsibility to ensure it is securely accessed and processed according to 

their partner agreement with the utility (not Itron). 

 

Additional information from Google FAQ:  Google PowerMeter is an opt-in service and 

users must sign up to participate. No personally identifying information will be shared 

between Google and the users’ utility. All energy data received by Google PowerMeter 

will be stored securely, and users will be able to delete their energy data or ask their 

utility to stop sending data to Google PowerMeter at any time. 

 

What is involved to offer this integration to other customers? 

Currently this solution is beta quality; it can support a pilot deployment of no more than 

100 users.  Over time, Google will expand functionality and offer this to any utility 

partner who is deploying smart meters. Itron will provide a more robust interface to 

Google PowerMeter in conjunction with this. When this solution extends beyond beta 

deployment, Itron may charge a nominal fee for the Google PowerMeter adapter. 

 
 


